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Collaboratively Tracking Interests for User
Clustering in Streams of Short Texts
Shangsong Liang , Emine Yilmaz, and Evangelos Kanoulas
Abstract—In this paper, we aim at tackling the problem of user clustering in the context of their published short text streams. Clustering
users by short text streams is more challenging than in the case of long documents associated with them as it is difficult to track users’
dynamic interests in streaming sparse data. To obtain better user clustering performance, we propose two user collaborative interest
tracking models that aim at tracking changes of each user’s dynamic topic distributions in collaboration with their followees’ dynamic
topic distributions, based both on the content of current short texts and the previously estimated distributions. Our models can be
either short-term or long-term dependency topic models. Short-term dependency model collaboratively tracks users’ interests based
on users’ topic distributions at the previous time period only, whereas long-term dependency model collaboratively tracks users’
interests based on users’ topic distributions at multiple time periods in the past. We also propose two collapsed Gibbs sampling
algorithms for collaboratively inferring users’ dynamic interests for their clustering in our short-term and long-term dependency topic
models, respectively. We evaluate our proposed models via a benchmark dataset consisting of Twitter users and their tweets.
Experimental results validate the effectiveness of our proposed models that integrate both users’ and their collaborative interests for
user clustering by short text streams.
Index Terms—Clustering, topic models, streaming text, twitter

Ç
1

INTRODUCTION

P

OPULAR microblogging platforms provide a light-weight

form of communication that enables users to broadcast
and share information about their recent activities, opinions
and status via short texts [1]. A good understanding and
clustering of users’ dynamic interests underlying their posts
are critical for further design of applications that cater
for users of such platforms, such as time-aware user recommendation [2] and personalized microblog search [3].
In this paper, we study the problem of collaborative user
clustering in the context of streams of short texts. Our goal is to
infer users’ and their collaborative topic distributions over
time and dynamically cluster users that share interests in
streams of short texts.
Most previous work [4], [5] on user clustering uses collections of static, long documents, and hence makes the
assumption that users’ interests do not change over time.
Recent work [6] clusters users in the context of streams
of short documents, however it ignores any collaborative
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information, such as friends’ messages. Our hypothesis is
that accounting for this information is critical, especially for
those users with limited activity, infrequent posts, and thus
sparse information. In this work, we dynamically cluster
users in the context of short documents, by utilizing both
the users’ own posts and the users’ collaborative information, i.e., their friends’ posts, from which we can infer each
user’s collaborative interests for further improvement of the
clustering.
Specifically, we propose two User Collaborative Interest
Tracking topic models for our collaborative user clustering
at time t, including a short-term dependency one that
collaboratively tracks users’ interests based on users’ topic
distributions at the previous time period t  1 only, abbreviated as UCIT, and a long-term dependency one that tracks
users’ interests based on users’ topic distributions at multiple time periods ðt  1Þ; ðt  2Þ; . . . ; ðt  LÞ in the past,
abbreviated as UCIT-L
L. Here we let L indicate the length
of the history we consider for the inference of the topic distributions at the current time t. When L ¼ 1, UCIT-L
reduces to the short-term dependency version, UCIT. Our
topic models are dynamic multinomial Dirichlet mixture
topic models that can infer and track each user’s dynamic
interests based not only on the user’s posts but also her
followees’ posts for user clustering. Traditional topic models such as latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [7] and author
topic model [8] have been widely used to uncover topics
of documents and users. These topic models ignore collaborative information, do not work well as they assume documents are long texts, or can not be directly applied in the
context of streams of short texts as they assume the documents are in static collections.

1041-4347 ß 2018 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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In our UCIT and UCIT-L topic models, to alleviate the
sparsity problem in short texts, and by following previous
work [9], [10], we extract word pairs in each short text, and
form a word pair set for each user to explicitly capture
word co-occurrence patterns for the inference of users’ topic
distributions. To track users’ dynamic interests, the proposed two models, either short-term dependency or longterm dependency, assume that users’ interests change over
time and can be inferred by integrating the interests at previous time periods with newly observed data in the streams.
To enhance the performance of dynamic user clustering
in streams, the models infer not only a user’s but also her
followees’ interests from the her own posts and also her
followees’ posts.
In this paper, we extend the work in [11]. Different
from [11], here we propose the long-term dependency user
collaborative interest tracking topic model, which tracks
users’ interests based on users’ topic distributions at multiple time periods. We detail the inferences and derivations
of the proposed Gibbs sampling algorithms for the proposed models, examine their performance, study and
answer a larger variety of research questions. We also
expand the motivation of our work in the introduction, our
discussion of related work, and our analysis of experimental
results. The contributions of the paper are fourfold:
1)

2)

3)

4)

2

We propose two user collaborative interest tracking
topic models, short-term and long-term dependency
models – UCIT and UCIT-L, that can collaboratively
and dynamically track each user’s and her followees’
interests for user clustering in the context of streaming of short texts.
We propose two collapsed Gibbs sampling algorithms for the inference of our short-term and longterm dependency topic models – UCIT and UCIT-L.
Our proposed models can collaboratively cluster
previous existing users, newly arriving ones, and
those with very limited number of posts.
We provide a thorough analysis of the two models
and of the impact of their key ingredients in user
clustering, and demonstrate their effectiveness compared to the state-of-the-art algorithms.

RELATED WORK

There are two lines of related work, topic modeling and
clustering. We only discuss the most related models and
algorithms.

2.1 Topic Modeling
Topic models provide a suite of algorithms to discover
hidden thematic structure in a collection of documents.
A topic model takes a set of documents as input, and
discovers a set of “latent topics”—recurring themes that are
discussed in the collection—and the degree to which each
document exhibits those topics [7]. Since the well-known
topic models, probabilistic latent semantic indexing [12]
and LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) [7], were proposed,
topic models with dynamics have been widely studied.
These include the Dynamic Topic Model (DTM) [13],
Dynamic Mixture Model (DMM) [14], Topic over Time
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(ToT) [15], Topic Tracking Model (TTM) [16], infinite topiccluster model [17], and more recently, generalized dynamic
topic model [18], dynamic User Clustering Topic model
(UCT) [6], [10], dynamic topic model for search diversification [19], Dynamic Clustering Topic model (DCT) [20] and
scaling-up dynamic model [21]. All of these models except
DCT aim at inferring documents’ dynamic topic distributions rather than user clustering. Except UCT and DCT that
work in the context of short text streams, most of the previous dynamic topic models work in the context of long text
streams. To the best of our knowledge, none of existing
dynamic topic models has considered the problem of clustering users with collaborative information, e.g., followees’
interests, in streams of short texts.

2.2 Clustering
Clustering has been widely studied and applied into a number of applications, such as document clustering in data
mining [22] and information retrieval [23], [24]. In this paper
we focus on user clustering only. Previous user clustering
algorithms are mainly designed to work for web user clustering [25], [26], [27], [28], [29]. These papers study users’
access information from logged server data including query
and click data and then uncovers clusters of these users that
exhibit similar information needs. For instance, Elbamby
et al. [29] study the problem of content-aware user clustering in the context of wireless small cell networks, where
users are supposed to have different preferences over different content types. Buscher et al. [28] cluster users based on
user interaction information, including clicks, scrolls and
cursor movements for search queries on long text documents. Another line of work, which mostly focuses on content-based similarity, has grouped users by expertise [30],
[31]; recent advances in distributed representation learning
have given rise to new types of joint topic and entity representations [32]. But, so far, these have not been used for user
clustering yet. Zhao et al. [6] and Liang et al. [10] propose
user clustering algorithms in the context of streams of short
texts. But they do not take both users’ followees and their
long-term interest distributions into account during tracking users’ interests for clustering, and thus there is still
some room to improve the performance. To the best of
our knowledge, all existing content-based user clustering
algorithms do not consider clustering users via fully utilizing information from each user and the user’s followees,
i.e., user’s collaborative information, in the context of
streams of short documents. In contrast, our UCIT topic
models utilize users’ own as well as their corresponding
collaborative information for dynamic clustering in streams
of short documents.

3

PROBLEM FORMULATION

The problem we address is tracking users’ dynamic interests and clustering them over time in the context of short
text streams such that users in the same cluster at a specific point in time share similar interests. The dynamic
user clustering algorithm is essentially a function g that
satisfies:
g

ut ¼ fu1 ; u2 ; . . . ; ujut j g ! Ct ¼ fc1 ; c2 ; . . . ; cZ g;
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TABLE 1
Main Notation Used in the Proposed UCIT and UCIT-L Models
Notation
t
u
c
d
bd
z
v
ft;u
V
mt;u;z
ut;u;z
ct;u;z
ft;z;v

Gloss

Notation

Time
User
Cluster of users
Document
Biterms of d
Topic
Word
u’s all followees at t
Size of the vocabulary
Number of documents assigned to u on topic
z at t
u’s interests on topic z at t
u’s followees’ interests on topic z at t
Word v’s distribution on topic z at t

L
ut
Ct
Dt
Bt
Z
v
bt
n
ot;u;z

where ut represents a set of users appearing in the stream up
to time t, with ui being the ith user in ut and jut j being the
total number of users in the user set at time t, while Ct is the
resulting set of clusters of users with cz being the zth cluster
in Ct and Z being the total number of clusters. Each cluster
c in Ct is a set of users who share similar interests at time t.
In addition, we let Dt ¼ f. . . ; dt2 ; dt1 ; dt g denote the
stream of documents generated by users in ut up to time t
with dt being the most recent set of short documents arriving at time period t. We assume that the length of a document d in Dt is no longer than a predefined small length
(for instance, 140 characters in the case of Twitter).

4

METHOD

In this section, we describe our short-term and long-term
dependency User Collaborative Interest Tracking topic
models, UCIT and UCIT-L
L, aiming at tracking users’ and
their followees’ interests, and dynamically clustering them
in the streams.

4.1 Overview
We use Twitter as our default setting of streams of short texts
and provide an overview of our proposed UCIT/UCIT-L
models in Algorithm 1. Following [6], [33], [34], we represent
each user’s interests by topics. Thus, the interests of each user
u 2 ut at time period t are represented as a multinomial distribution u t;u ¼ fut;u;z gZz¼1 over topics. Here Z is the total number
of topics. The distribution u t;u is inferred by the UCIT/UCIT-L
models. To alleviate the sparsity problem of short texts, and
by following recent work on the topic [9], [10], we construct
and represent documents by their biterms, i.e., word pairs in
them (step 1 in Algorithm 1). In the following Sections 4.3 and
4.4, we propose two dynamic Dirichlet multinomial mixture
user collaborative interest tracking topic models, UCIT
and UCIT-L, respectively, to capture each user’s dynamic
interests u t;u ¼ fut;u;z gZz¼1 and their collaborative interests
c t;u ¼ fct;u;z gZz¼1 inferred from their followees ft;u , at time t,
in the context of short text streams (step 2 in Algorithm 1).
Here ft;u is user u’s all followees at t. Based on each user’s
multinomial distributions u t;u and ct;u , we cluster users using
K-means [22] (step 3 in Algorithm 1). With time moving
forward, the clustering result changes dynamically.

at;z
bt;z
g t;v

Gloss
Length of time periods
Set of users at t
Cluster result
Text stream up to t
Biterms of Dt
Number of topics
Vocabulary
Docs arriving at t
Number of words
Number of documents assigned to u’s
followees on topic z at t
u’ interest persistency at topic z
u’s followees’ interest persistency at topic z
Word v’s distribution persistency at t

Algorithm 1. Overview of the Proposed Models
Input: A set of users ut along with their tweets Dt
Output: Clusters of users Ct
1 Construct a collection of word pairs bt;u for each user u.
2 Use either UCIT or UCIT-L model to track each user’s interests as u t;u and their collaborative interest as c t;u .
3 Cluster users based on each user’s interest u t;u and their collaborative interest c t;u .

4.2 Biterm Construction
In our proposed UCIT /UCIT-L models, we construct word
pairs, also called “biterms” [9], [10], before we conduct topic
inference. The motivations of constructing word pairs rather
than directly using each single word for topic inference are:
(1) topics are groups of correlated words, and the correlations are revealed by words’ co-occurrence patterns in
documents; (2) the underlying topic expressed by a single
word is more ambiguous than that of a word pair. Following the previous work [9], [10], we construct biterms for
each short document d 2 Dt as:
bd ¼ fðvi ; vj Þjvi ; vj 2 d; i 6¼ jg;
where vi and vj are two distinct words in a biterm b ¼ ðvi ; vj Þ,
ð; Þ is unordered, b 2 bd and bd is a collection of biterms
extracted from document d. For instance, considered a document “Both Apple and Amazon are companies”, we can construct three biterms, i.e., “apple amazon”, “apple compan”
and “amazon compan” after removing stop-words and
stemming. Thus, in a short document stream
P Dt , we can
construct a set of biterms Bt such that Bt ¼ d2Dt bd . Let bt;u
be a collection of biterms generated from documents posted
by user u at t. In the inference of our UCIT and UCIT-L models in the following, unlike most topic models where topic
assignment is sampled to each independent word, we sample a topic assignment for each biterm.

4.3 Short-Term Dependency UCIT Topic Model
Modeling Interests Over Short-Term Period. The goal of shortterm dependency UCIT topic model is to infer the dynamical
topic distribution of each user, u t;u ¼ fut;u;z gZz¼1 , and the user’s
collaborative topic distribution, ct;u ¼ fct;u;z gZz¼1 , in short text
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1

t;v t1;z;v
ft;z;v
;

(3)

v¼1

where V is the total number of words in a vocabulary
v ¼ fvi gVi¼1 and g t ¼ fg t;v gVv¼1 , with g t;v representing the persistency of the words in topics at time t, a measure of how
consistently the words belong to the topics at time t compared to that at the previous time t  1. We describe the
inference for all users’ and their collaborative distributions
jut j
jut j
and Ct ¼ fc
ct;u gu¼1
, the words’ dynamic topic
Qt ¼ fuut;u gu¼1
Z
ft;z gz¼1 and the update rules of the perdistribution Ft ¼ ff
sistency values a t , b t and g t later in the section.
Assuming that we know all users’ topic distribution at
time t  1, Qt1 , their collaborative topic distribution at time
t  1, Ct1 , and the words’ topic distribution, Ft1 , the proposed user interest tracking model is a generative topic
model that depends on Qt1 , Ct1 and Ft1 . For initialization, we let u0;u;z ¼ 1=Z, c0;u;z ¼ 1=Z and f0;z;v ¼ 1=V . The
generative process (used by the Gibbs sampler for parameter estimation) of our short-term UCIT model for documents
in stream at time t, is as follows,
Fig. 1. Graphical representation of our short-term dependency user
collaborative interest tracking clustering topic model, UCIT. Shaded
nodes represent observed variables.

streams at a given time t, and dynamically cluster all users
based on information of each user’s u t;u and ct;u over time.
Fig. 1 shows a graphical representation of our short-term
dependency UCIT model, where unshaded and shaded nodes
indicate latent and observed variables, respectively.
Given a user u, to track the dynamics of her interests,
we make the assumption that the mean of her current interests
at time period t is the same as that at the previous time period
t  1, unless otherwise newly arrived documents at the current
time period are observed. In particular, following the work
of past dynamic topic models [10], [14], [16], [21], [35], we use
the following Dirichlet prior with a set of precision values
a t ¼ fat;z gZz¼1 , where we let the mean of the current distribution u t;u depend on the mean of the previous distribution u t1;u :
P ðuut;u juut1;u ; a t Þ /

Z
Y

a u

1

t;z t1;u;z
ut;u;z
;

(1)

z¼1

where the precision value at;z represents users’ topic persistency, that is how saliency topic z is at time t compared to
that at time t  1 for the users. The distribution is a conjugate prior of the multinomial distribution, hence the inference can be performed by Gibbs sampling [36]. Similarly,
to track the dynamic changes of a user u’s collaborative
interests, we assume a Dirichlet prior, in which the mean
of the current distribution ct;u evolves from the mean of the
previous distribution ct1;u with a set of precision values
b t ¼ fbt;z gZz¼1 :
ct1;u ; b t Þ /
P ðc
ct;u jc

Z
Y

b

c

1

t;z t1;u;z
ct;u;z
:

(2)

z¼1

In a similar way, to model the dynamic changes of the
multinomial distribution of words specific to topic z, we
assume a Dirichlet prior, in which the mean of the current
distribution ft;z ¼ fft;z;v gVv¼1 evolves from the mean of the
previous distribution f t1;z :

Draw Z multinomials f t;z , one for each topic z, from
a Dirichlet prior distribution g t ft1;z ;
ii) For each user u 2 ut , draw multinomials u t;u and ct;u
from Dirichlet distributions with priors a t u t1;u and
bt ct1;u , respectively; then for each biterm b 2 bt;u :
a) Draw a topic zt;u;b based on multinomials u t;u
and c t;u ;
b) Draw a word vi 2 b from multinomial f t;zt;u;b ;
c) Draw another word vj 2 b from multinomial
f t;zt;u;b .
Fig. 1 illustrates the graphical representation of our
model, where shaded and unshaded nodes indicate observed and latent variables, respectively, and a dependency of
two multinomials is assumed to exist between two adjacent
time periods. The parameterization of the proposed shortterm dependency UCIT topic model is as follows:
i)

ft;z j g t f t1;z  Dirichletðgg t f t1;z Þ
u t;u j a t u t1;u  Dirichletða
at u t1;u Þ
ct;u j b t ct1;u  Dirichletðb
bt c t1;u Þ
zt;u;b j ðð1  Þuut;u þ c
ct;u Þ  Multinomialðð1  Þuut;u þc
ct;u Þ
vi 2 b j ft;zt;u;b  Multinomialðf
ft;zt;u;b Þ
ft;zt;u;b Þ:
vj 2 b j ft;zt;u;b  Multinomialðf
Note that in the generative process described above, there is
a fixed number of latent topics Z. A non-parametric Bayes
version of our dynamic topic model that automatically integrates over the number of topics is possible, but we leave
this as future work.
Inference for the Short-Term Dependency UCIT. We employ
a collapsed Gibbs sampler [37] for an approximate inference of the distribution parameters of our model. As can
be seen in Fig. 1 and the generative process, we adopt a
conjugate prior (Dirichlet) for the multinomial distributions, and thus we can easily integrate out the uncertainty
associated with multinomials u t;u , ct;u and f t;z . In this way,
we enable sampling since we do not need to sample these
multinomials.
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Algorithm 2. Inference for the UCIT Model at Time t

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Input: Distributions Qt1 , Ct1 and Ft1 at t  1; Initialized
a t , b t , g t ; Number of iterations Niter .
Output: Current distributions Qt , Ct and Ft .
Initialize topic assignments randomly for all documents in dt
for iteration = 1 to Niter do
for user = 1 to jut jdo
for each biterm b ¼ ðvi ; vj Þ 2 bt;u do
draw zt;u;b from
P ðzt;u;b jzt;b ; dt ; Qt1 ; Ct1 ; Ft1 ; at ; b t ; g t Þ.
update mt;u;zt;u;b , fot;u0 ;zt;u;b gu0 2ft;u ,
nt;zt;u;b ;vi and nt;zt;u;b ;vj
update a t , b t and g t .
Compute the posterior estimates Qt , Ct and Ft .

Algorithm 2 shows an overview of our proposed collapsed Gibbs sampling algorithm for the inference, where
mt;u;z and nt;z;v are the number of biterms assigned to topic z
for user u and the number of times word v is assigned to
topic z at time t, respectively; ot;u0 ;z is the number of biterms
assigned to topic z for user u0 who is one of user u’ followees; and Niter is the total number of iterations.
In the Gibbs sampling procedure we need to calculate the
conditional distribution P ðzt;u;b j zt;b ; dt ; Qt1 ; Ct1 ; Ft1 ;
a t ; b t ; g t Þ, at time t, where zt;b represents the topic assignments for all biterms in dt except biterm b. We begin with
the joint probability of the current document set, P ðzt ; dt
jQt1 ; Ct1 ; Ft1 ; at ; b t ; g t Þ:
P ðzt ; dt jQt1 ; Ct1 ; Ft1 ; at ; b t ; g t Þ
¼ ð1  ÞP ðzt ; dt jQt1 ; Ft1 ; at ; g t Þ þ P ðzt ; dt jCt1 ; Ft1 ; b t ; g t Þ
!2
Y GðP ð~2 ÞÞ Q Gð~1 Þ
YGðP ð~b ÞÞ Q Gð~a Þ 
vP
zP
Q v
Q z

¼ ð1  Þ
Gð
Gð
Gð~
Þ
~
Þ
Gð~
Þ
b
a
2
v
v
z
z ~1 Þ
z
u
!2
P
P
Q
Q


Y Gð ð~4 ÞÞ
Y Gð ð~b ÞÞ
Gð~a Þ
Gð~3 Þ
vP
zP
Q v
Q z

¼ þ
;
Gð~
Þ
~
Þ
Gð~
Þ
Gð
Gð
b
4
v
v a
z
z ~3 Þ
z
u

(4)
where GðÞ is a gamma function,  is a free parameter that
governs the linear mixture of a user’s own interests and
their followees’ interests, and parameters ~ are defined as
the following:
~1 ¼ mt;u;z þ at;z ut1;u;z  1;

~2 ¼ at;z ut1;u;z ;

~3 ¼ ot;u;z þ bt;z ct1;u;z  1;

~4 ¼ bt;z ct1;u;z ;

~a ¼ nt;z;v þ g t;v ft1;z;v  1;

~b ¼ g t;v ft1;z;v :

Based on the above joint probability and using the chain
rule, we can obtain the following conditional probability
conveniently:
P ðzt;u;b ¼ zjzt;b ; dt ; Qt1 ; Ct1 ; Ft1 ; a t ; b t ; g t Þ
mt;u;z þ at;z ut1;u;z  1

/ ð1  Þ PZ
0
z ¼1 ðmt;u;z0 þ at;z0 ut1;u;z0 Þ  1
Y
nt;z;v þ g t;v ft1;z;v  1
þ
PV
v2b
v0 ¼1 ðnt;z;v0 þ g t;v0 ft1;z;v0 Þ  1
ot;u;z þ bt;z ct1;u;z  1
 PZ

z0 ¼1 ðot;u;z0 þ bt;z0 ct1;u;z0 Þ  1
Y
nt;z;v þ g t;v ft1;z;v  1
;
PV
v2b
v0 ¼1 ðnt;z;v0 þ g t;v0 ft1;z;v0 Þ  1

(5)
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for the proposed Gibbs sampling (step 5 in Algorithm 2).
Our derivations of the joint probability in (4) and the conditional probability in (5) are detailed in Appendix A. At each
iteration during the sampling, we estimate the precision
parameters at , b t and g t by maximizing the joint distribution P ðzt ; dt jQt1 ; Ct1 ; Ft1 ; a t ; b t ; g t Þ. We apply fixedpoint iterations to obtain the optimal a t , b t and g t . The following update rules of at , b t and g t for maximizing the joint
distribution in our fixed-point iteration is derived by applying the two bounds in [38]:
at;z
bt;z
g t;v

P
ð1  Þat;z u ðDð~1 Þ  Dð~2 ÞÞ
P
P
P
;
~1 Þ  Dð z ~2 ÞÞ
u ðDð
P z
b
ðDð~3 Þ  Dð~4 ÞÞ
P
P t;z Pu
;
ðDð
~3 Þ  Dð z ~4 ÞÞ
u
P z
g
ðDð~a Þ  Dð~b ÞÞ
P t;v Pz
P
:
ðDð
z
v ~a Þ  Dð
v ~b ÞÞ

(6)

where DðxÞ ¼ @logxGðxÞ is a Digamma function. After each iteb
a
ration, we normalize these by at;z ¼ P t;za , bt;z ¼ P t;zb
0
0 t;z0
z
z0 t;z
g
and g t;v ¼ P t;v , respectively. Our derivations of the update
v0

g t;v0

rules for a t , b t and g t in (6) are detailed in Appendix B.
Once the Gibbs sampling procedure has been done,
with the fact that Dirichlet distribution is conjugate to
multinomial distribution, we can conveniently infer each
user’s, their collaborative and the words’ topic distributions, u t;u , ct;u , and f t;z in our short-term dependency
UCIT, as follows, respectively:
ut;u;z ¼ PZ

mt;u;z þ at;z ut1;u;z
mt;u;z0 þ at;z0 ut1;u;z0
ot;u;z þ bt;z ct1;u;z

;

z0 ¼1

ct;u;z ¼ PZ

þ bt;z0 ct1;u;z0
nt;z;v þ g t;z ft1;z;v

z0 ¼1 ot;u;z0

ft;z;v ¼ PV

v0 ¼1

nt;z;v0 þ g t;z0 ft1;z;v0

;

(7)

:

4.4 Long-Term Dependency UCIT-L Topic Model
Modeling Interests over Long-Term Period. In the previous
section (Section 4.3), the most recent distributions u t;u , ct;u
and ft;z are modeled to depend on the previous distributions, respectively. Previous work has shown that modeling
the recent distributions to depend on longer histories can
enhance the performance [13], [14], [15], [16], [18]. Thus, we
propose a long-term dependency user collaborative interest
tracking topic model, UCIT-L, that infers the most recent
distributions from multiple time periods in the past, i.e., the
distributions at time periods ðt  1Þ; ðt  2Þ; . . . ; ðt  LÞ,
where L indicates the length of the histories we consider for
the inference of the distributions at the most recent time t.
Obviously, short-term dependency UCIT model is a special
case of the long-term dependency one if L ¼ 1.
Given a user u, to track the dynamics of their interests in
our UCIT-L, we let the user’s current interests at time
period t depend on a longer time-step history. In particular,
we model such a long-term (L-steps) dependency UCIT-L
model on the basis of the distribution priors for user u’s
interests u t;u as follows:
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z at the current time t can be revised such that f t;z is modeled
to depend on the past L-previous trends over words:
ftl;z ; g t;l gLl¼1 Þ
P ðf
ft;z jff

/

V
Y

PL
ft;z;v



g
f
1
l¼1 t;v;l tl;z;v

(10)

;

v¼1

where g t;l ¼ fg tl;z;v gVv¼1 represents how the dynamic word
distributions over topics at the current time period t are
related to the past L-previous ones. Again, here we do not
apply any temporal weight. For a comparison between the
short-term and long-term dependency UCIT models for
modeling the dynamic word distributions we refer to (3)
and (10).
The graphical representation of the UCIT-L model is
shown in Fig. 2, where unshaded and shaded modes indicate latent and observed variables, respectively. The parameterization of the proposed long-term dependency UCIT-L
topic model is as follows:
Fig. 2. Graphical representation of our long-term dependency user
interest tracking clustering topic model, UCIT-L with L ¼ 2. Shaded
nodes represent observed variables. The model will return to short-term
dependency UCIT if we remove the blue curved lines.

P ðuut;u jfuutl;u ; a t;l gLl¼1 Þ /

Z
Y

PL
ut;u;z l¼1

u t;u j



at;z;l utl;u;z 1

(8)

;

z¼1

where the mean of u t;u in UCIT-L is modeled to be proportional to the weighted sum of the past L “topic trends” in
the user u’s interests, and a t;l ¼ fat;z;l gZz¼1 represents how
the user u’s interest on topic z at the current time period t is
related to the L-previous interests. Previous work [39]
shows that recent distributions may matter more than distant ones, and thus a temporal weight pl being applied to
each utl;u;z in (8), i.e., changing at;z;l utl;u;z to pl at;z;l utl;u;z
accordingly, would yield better performance. However, to
keep the focus of this work, we leave this as future work.
For a comparison between the short-term and long-term
dependency UCIT models for modeling users’ dynamic
interests we refer to (1) and (8). In contrast to short-term
dependency UCIT model, long-term dependency UCIT-L
model reduces the information loss and the bias of the inference due to the multiple estimates.
Similarly, to track the dynamic changes of a user u’s
collaborative interests in our UCIT-L model, we assume
a Dirichlet prior, in which the mean of the user u’s current
collaborative interests ct;u evolves from the past L “topic
trends” in the user u’s collaborative interests:
ctl;u ; b t;l gLl¼1 Þ
P ðc
ct;u jfc

/

Z
Y

PL
ct;u;z

f t;z j



b c
1
l¼1 t;z;l tl;u;z

;

(9)

z¼1

where b t;l ¼ fbt;z;l gZz¼1 represents how the user u’s collaborative interest on topic z at the current time period t is related
to the past L-previous collaborative interests. Similar to (8)
we do not apply any temporal weight. For a comparison
between the short-term and long-term dependency models
for modeling users’ collaborative dynamic interests we refer
to (2) and (9).
In a similar way, in our long-term dependency UCIT-L
model, the Dirichlet prior of the trend over words f t;z on topic

ct;u j

L
X

g t;l ftl;z  Dirichlet

L
X

l¼1

l¼1

L
X

L
X

a t;l u tl;u  Dirichlet

l¼1

l¼1

L
X

L
X

l¼1

b t;l ctl;u  Dirichlet

!
g t;l f tl;z
!
at;l u tl;u
!
bt;l ctl;u

l¼1

ct;u Þ  Multinomialðð1  Þuut;u þc
ct;u Þ
zt;u;b j ðð1  Þuut;u þ c
vi 2 b j f t;zt;u;b  Multinomialðf
ft;zt;u;b Þ
ft;zt;u;b Þ:
vj 2 b j f t;zt;u;b  Multinomialðf
Inference for the Long-Term Dependency UCIT-L. Our proposed collapsed Gibbs sampling for long-term dependency
UCIT-L is similar to that for short-term dependency UCIT;
See Algorithm 2. The only difference between the inference
for long-term dependency UCIT-L and that for short-term
dependency UCIT lies in the way we sample the latent topic
for each word pair (step 5 in Algorithm 2) and the update
rules for the priors (step 7 in Algorithm 2). Similar to (5),
we sample a latent topic for a word pair b in our long-term
dependency UCIT-L model by:
P ðzt;u;b ¼ zjzt;b ; dt ; fQtl ; Ctl ; Ftl ; at;l ; b t;l ; g t;l gLl¼1 Þ
P
mt;u;z þ Ll¼1 at;z;l utl;u;z  1
/ ð1  Þ PZ

PL
z0 ¼1 ðmt;u;z0 þ
l¼1 at;z0 ;l u tl;u;z0 Þ  1
P
Y
nt;z;v þ Ll¼1 g t;v;l ftl;z;v  1
þ
/
PL
PV
v2b
v0 ¼1 ðnt;z;v0 þ
l¼1 g t;v0 ;l ftl;z;v0 Þ  1
P
ot;u;z þ Ll¼1 bt;z;l ctl;u;z  1

¼  PZ
PL
z0 ¼1 ðot;u;z0 þ
l¼1 bt;z0 ;l ctl;u;z0 Þ  1
P
Y
nt;z;v þ Ll¼1 g t;v;l ftl;z;v  1
:
¼
PV
PL
v2b
v0 ¼1 ðnt;z;v0 þ
l¼1 g t;v0 ;l ftl;z;v0 Þ  1

(11)

The derivation of (11) is similar to that of (5) (see
Appendix A). The update rules for at;z;l , bt;z;l and g t;v;l
in (11) using the two bounds in [38] with fixed-point iterations are as follows, respectively:
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P
ð1  Þat;z;l u ðDð~L1 Þ  Dð~L2 ÞÞ
P L
P L
P
;
u ðDð
z ~1 Þ  Dð z ~2 ÞÞ
P
b
ðDð~L Þ  Dð~L4 ÞÞ
P t;z;l Pu L 3
P L ;
u ðDð z ~3 Þ  Dð z ~4 ÞÞ
P
g
ðDð~L Þ  Dð~Lb ÞÞ
P t;v;l Pz L a
P L :
z ðDð v ~a Þ  Dð
v ~b ÞÞ

at;z;l
bt;z;l
g t;v;l

(12)

Clustering Previously Unseen Users. For newly arriving
users, we can not directly utilize either (7) or (13) for
the clustering, as u t1;u and c t1;u are not available at t.
We obtain the probability of a new user unew being interested in topic z at time t, i.e., ut;unew ;z , as:
X
P ðzjt; bÞP ðbjt; unew Þ;
ut;unew ;z ¼ P ðzjt; unew Þ ¼
(15)
b2bt;unew

where the parameters ~L are defined as the following:
~L1 ¼ mt;u;z þ

L
X

at;z;l utl;u;z  1;

L
X

~L2 ¼

l¼1

~L3 ¼ ot;u;z þ
~La ¼ nt;z;v þ

L
X

where the first term P ðzjt; bÞ is obtained as:
at;z;l utl;u;z ;

bt;z;l ctl;u;z  1;

~L4 ¼

l¼1

l¼1

L
X

L
X

g t;v;l ftl;z;v  1;

l¼1

~Lb ¼

bt;z;l ctl;u;z ;
g t;v;l ftl;z;v :

l¼1

The derivations of the update rules for at;z;l , bt;z;l and g t;v;l in
the long-term dependency UCIT-L model are similar to
those for at;z , bt;z and g t;v in the short-term dependency
UCIT one (see Appendix B).
After the Gibbs sampling procedure has been done, with
the fact that Dirichlet distribution is conjugate to multinomial distribution, we can conveniently infer each user’s,
their collaborative and the words’ topic distributions, u t;u ,
c t;u , and f t;z in our long-term dependency UCIT-L model,
as follows, respectively:
mt;u;z þ

PL

at;z;l utl;u;z
;
PL
z0 ¼1 ðmt;u;z0 þ
l¼1 at;z0 ;l utl;u;z0 Þ
P
ot;u;z þ Ll¼1 bt;z;l ctl;u;z
;
ct;u;z ¼ PZ
PL
z0 ¼1 ðot;u;z0 þ
l¼1 bt;z0 ;l ct1;u;z0 Þ
P
nt;z;v þ Ll¼1 g t;z;l ftl;z;v
:
ft;z;v ¼ PV
PL
v0 ¼1 ðnt;z;v0 þ
l¼1 g t;z0 ;l ftl;z;v0 Þ
ut;u;z ¼ PZ

P ðvi jt; zÞP ðvj jt; zÞP ðzjtÞ
P ðbjtÞ
P ðvi jt; zÞP ðvj jt; zÞP ðzjtÞ
¼P
0
0
0
z0 P ðz jtÞP ðvi jt; z ÞP ðvj jt; z Þ
P ðzjtÞft;z;vi ft;z;vj
¼P
;
0
z0 P ðz jtÞft;z0 ;vi ft;z0 ;vj

P ðzjt; bÞ ¼

l¼1
L
X

P ðzjtÞ ¼

nt ðz; vÞ
;
nt ðvÞ

As it can be seen, if we let L ¼ 1, (8), (9) and (10) will reduce
to (1), (2) and (3), respectively. Thus the short-term dependency UCIT model is a special case of the long-term dependency UCIT-L model.

4.5 Clustering Users
Clustering Previously Seen Users. After we obtain each user’s
and her collaborative topic distributions, u t;u and ct;u from
either (7) in the short-term dependency UCIT model or (13)
in the long-term dependency UCIT-L model, we use the following mixture distribution rt;u to represent each user:

(17)

where nt ðz; vÞ and nt ðvÞ are the total number of words
assigned to topic z and the total number of words at time t,
respectively.
Then we estimate the second term P ðbjt; unew Þ in (15) as:
nt;u ðbÞ
;
P ðbjt; unew Þ ¼ P new
0
b0 nt;unew ðb Þ

(13)

(16)

where P ðvjt; zÞ is the probability of word v associated with
topic z at time t, i.e., ft;z;v , and P ðzjtÞ is the probability of
topic z at time t. We obtain P ðzjtÞ for (16) as:

l¼1

ct;u :
rt;u ¼ ð1  Þuut;u þ c
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(18)

where nt;unew ðbÞ is the number of biterm b in bt;unew .
Finally, after applying (16), (17) and (18) to (15), we can
obtain the new user’s interests u t;unew at time t. Following the
same way, we can obtain the new user’s collaborative interests c t;unew . We then cluster this new user into a cluster
ct;unew where they share similar interests with other users in
the cluster:
X cos ðr
rt;u ; rt;unew Þ
:
(19)
ct;unew ¼ arg max
jct;u j
ct;u
u2ct;u
ct;u . We then
where as denoted in (14), rt;u ¼ ð1  Þuut;u þ c
ut [ funew g.
update the user set ut as ut

5

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In what follows, we detail our research questions, dataset,
baselines and evaluation metrics.

(14)

Then, we can conveniently cluster users based on their
interests r t;u using the K-means algorithm [22], [40].
For previously unseen users, however, we can not directly
utilize (7) in the short-term dependency UCIT or (13) in the
long-term dependency UCIT-L for the clustering, as u t1;u
and ct1;u are not defined at the current time t. In this case,
we use the distribution of topics for each biterm in the
users’ text according to the current assignment of topics to
biterms.

5.1 Research Questions
The research questions that guide the remainder of the
paper are:
(RQ1) How do UCIT and UCIT-L perform compared to
state-of-the-art methods for user clustering?
(RQ2) What is the impact of the length of the time intervals,
(ti  ti1 ), in UCIT and UCIT-L?
(RQ3) What is the contribution of the collaborative information for user clustering?
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(RQ4) What is the clustering performance of long-term
dependency UCIT-L model compared to that of the
short-term dependency one?
(RQ5) What is the quality of the topical representation
inferred by UCIT and UCIT-L?
(RQ6) Can UCIT/UCIT-L infer users’ dynamic interests for
user clustering and make the clustering results
explainable?
(RQ7) Is the performance of UCIT/UCIT-L sensitive to the
number of latent topics?
(RQ8) What is the generalization performance of UCIT
compared to state-of-the-art topic models?
(RQ9) How does the complexity of UCIT/UCIT-L compared to state-of-the-art methods?

5.2 Dataset
In order to answer our research questions, we work with a
dataset collected from Twitter.1 The dataset contains 1,375
active users and their tweets spanning a time period that
starts on each user’s registration date and ends on May 31,
2015. Most of the users are being followed by 2 to 50 followers. In total, there is 7.52 million tweets with timestamps
including those from users’ followees’. The average length
of a tweet is 12 words. The dataset contains ground truth
clusters for partitions of 5 different time intervals, a week
(48 to 60 clusters), a month (43 to 52 clusters), a quarter
(40 to 46 clusters), half a year (28 to 30 clusters) and a year
(28 to 30 clusters).
5.3 Baselines
We compare our UCIT and UCIT-L models with the following baselines and state-of-the-art clustering algorithms:
K-means. It represents users by TF-IDF vectors, and clusters
them based on their cosine similarities.
GSDMM. This model represents each short document
through a single topic to alleviate sparsity [41].
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). This model infers topic
distributions specific to each document via the LDA
model.
Author topic model (AuthorT). This model [42] infers topic
distributions specific to each user in a static dataset.
Dynamic topic model (DTM). This model [13] utilizes a
Gaussian distribution for inferring topic distribution
of long text documents in streams.
Continuous time dynamic topic model (cDTM). cDTM [43] is a
dynamic topic model that uses Brownian motion to
model latent topics through a sequential collection of
long texts.
Topic over time model (ToT). This model [15] normalizes
timestamps of long documents in a collection and then
infers topics distribution for each document.
Topic tracking model (TTM). This model [16] captures the
dynamic topic distribution of long documents arriving
at time t in streams based on the content of the documents and the previous estimated distributions.
For fair comparisons, the GSDMM, LDA, DTM, cDTM,
ToT and TTM baselines use both each user u’s interests u t;u
1. The dataset can be downloaded from https://bitbucket.org/
sliang1/uct-dataset/get/UCT-Dataset.zip
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and their collaborative interests for clustering. As these
baselines can not directly infer collaborative interests, we
use the average interests of the user’s followees as the collaborative interests. Thus, we can use the mixture interests
P
1
rt;u ¼ ð1  Þuut;u þ  jft;u
u0 2ft;u u t;u0 for each user in the user
j
clustering, and then cluster users based on the similarities
of their r t;u distributions in these baselines. For static topic
models, i.e., LDA and AuthorT, we set a ¼ 0:1 and b ¼ 0:01.
We set the number of topics Z ¼ 50 and the number of clusters equal to the number of topics.
For further analysis of the contribution of collaborative
interests ct;u inferred by our model to the clustering, we use
two additional baselines UCITavg and UCITavgþcc , where rt;u is
P
1
ut;u þ
set to P
be ð1  Þuut;u þ  jft;u
u0 2ft;u u t;u0 , and ð1  1  2 Þu
j
1
0
1 jft;u
u
þ

c
,
respectively.
Here
u
and
c
are
0
2
t;u
t;u
t;u
t;u
u 2ft;u
j
generated by our UCIT model. Note that we use UCITc to
ct;u . Note again
denote the model where rt;u ¼ ð1  Þuut;u þ c
that when  ¼ 0, both UCITavg and UCITc will reduce to the
state-of-the-art user clustering baseline, UCT [6], where each
user’s friends’ posts are not taken into account, and similarly,
when both 1 ¼ 0 and 2 ¼ 0, UCITavgþcc will reduce to UCT.

5.4 Evaluation Metrics and Settings
We use Precision, Purity, NMI (Normalized Mutual Information), and ARI (Adjusted Rank Index) to evaluate the
performance of user clustering, all of which are widely used
in the literature [44]. Higher Precision, Purity, NMI scores
indicate better user clustering performance. We further use
H-score [45] to evaluate the quality of topical representations of user clusters generated by our models and the baseline models. The intuition behind the H-score is that if the
average inter-cluster distance is smaller compared to the
average intra-cluster distance, the topical representation of
the users in the clusters reaches better performance. A lower
H-score indicates better topic representations of users in the
output clusters. In terms of evaluating the generalization
performance of the models we adopt Perplexity. This metric, used by convention in many topic models [7], is monotonically decreasing in the likelihood of the test data, and is
algebraically equivalent to the inverse of the geometric
mean per-word likelihood. A lower Perplexity score indicates better generalization performance.
To tune the parameter  we split the dataset into two
parts by timestamps: the first half of the dataset for training,
and the remaining for testing. Traditional k-fold crossvalidation is not applicable to temporally ordered data
since it would corrupt the order [46]. The statistical significance of the observed differences between the performance
of two models is tested using a two-tailed paired t-test and
(andÏ ) for
is denoted using ~ (or ! ) for a ¼ :01, and
a ¼ :05.

Ï
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6

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

In the following, we discuss and analyze our experimental
results and answer the research questions RQ1 to RQ9.

6.1 Effectiveness of UCIT
We begin by answering research question RQ1. To better
understand the performance of the proposed models, we
use short-term dependency UCIT model as a representative,
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TABLE 2
Clustering Performance of UCIT and the Baselines Using
a Time Period of a Month

K-Means
LDA
AuthorT
DTM
cDTM
TTM
ToT
GSDMM
UCITavg
UCITavg+c
UCITc

Precision

Purity

ARI

NMI

.265
.305
.322
.336
.340
.344
.359
.398
.505
.560
.583~
~

.512
.551
.571
.579
.583
.587
.605
.632
.714
.736
~
.746~

.397
.473
.487
.499
.510
.522
.552
.592
.718
.762
~
.776~

.414
.464
.488
.473
.496
.521
.582
.561
.818
.861
.883~
~

Statistically significant differences between UCITc and UCITavgþcc , between
UCITc and UCITavg are marked in the upper and lower right hand corner of
UCITc ’s score, respectively. The statistical significance is tested using a twotailed paired t-test.

as the performance of long-term dependency UCIT-L is at
least the same or better than that of the short-term dependency one. The performance comparisons between shortterm dependency UCIT and long-term dependency UCIT-L
are shown in Section 6.4. Table 2 provides the evaluation
performance of our UCIT model and the baseline models
using time periods of a month in terms of clustering metrics,
Precision, Purity, ARI and NMI, respectively.
We have the following findings from Table 2: (1) All the
three versions of UCIT model, UCITavg , UCITavgþcc and
UCITc , can statistically significantly outperform the baselines in terms of all the metrics, which demonstrates the
effectiveness of our way of inferring users’ interests and
their collaborative interests for user clustering. (2) Both
UCITc and UCITavgþcc outperform UCITavg , which demonstrates that utilizing the inferred collaborative interests c
can yield better performance compared to simply utilizing
the average of followees’ interests as collaborative information. (3) UCITc works better than UCITavgþcc , which demonstrates that the contribution of c is more critical for user
clustering compared to that of the average of the interests
for user clustering. The reason UCITc works better than
UCITavgþcc is, again, that using average interests as collaborative interests from followees is less effective than that
explicitly inferred in the model.

6.2 Impact of Time Interval Length
We now turn to answer research question RQ2. We use
short-term dependency UCIT model as a representative
only. To understand the influence on UCIT of the length of
the time period used for evaluation, in Fig. 3 we compare
the performance for different time intervals: a week,
a month, a quarter, half a year and a year, respectively.
According to Fig. 3, all the UCIT models, UCITavg ,
UCITavgþcc and UCITc , outperform the baselines for time
intervals of all lengths. This finding, again, confirms the fact
that UCIT works better than the state-of-the-art algorithms
for user clustering in short text streams regardless of interval length. When the interval length increases from a week
to a month, the performance of the UCIT models and the
baseline models improves significantly on all metrics, while
performance reaches a plateau as the time intervals further

Fig. 3. Precision, Purity, ARI, and NMI performance of our UCIT models
and the baselines on time periods of a week, a month, a quarter, half
a year, and a year, respectively.

Fig. 4. Precision, Purity, ARI, and NMI performance of our UCIT models,
UCITavg and UCITc, and GSDMM on varying scores of , respectively.

increase. In all cases the UCIT models significantly outperform the baseline models. These findings demonstrate that
the performance of UCIT is robust and is able to maintain
significant improvements over the state-of-the-art.

6.3 Contribution of the Collaborative Interests
Subsequently, we turn to answer research question RQ3 to
further analyze the contribution of the main ingredient, the
collaborative information c inferred in our UCIT model.
Here, again, we take UCIT as a representative, as the experimental results with UCIT-L is qualitatively the same to that
of UCIT. We vary  and show the performance of our models, UCITc and UCITavg , and the best baseline model,
GSDMM in Fig. 4. The rest of the baselines yield similar or
worse performance than GSDMM and they are not reported
here. Also, we do not report the performance of UCITavgþcc ,
as it obtains quantitively similar to UCITavg performance.
As  increases from 0 to 0.6, giving more weight to the
collaborative information in UCIT models and the average
of followees’ interests in GSDMM, respectively, the performance of all models improves, with UCITc outperforming
UCITavg and GSDMM. This, again, confirms the fact that
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TABLE 3
The Impact of Dependency Length L on Collaborative
User Clustering
a week

a month

Pre.

Purity

ARI

NMI

Pre.

Purity

ARI

NMI

UCITc -1
UCITc -2
UCITc -3
UCITc -4
UCITc -5
UCITc -6
UCITc -7
UCITc -8
UCITc -9
UCITc -10
UCITc -11
UCITc -12

.443
.455
.467 ~
.472 ~
.478 ~
.484 ~
.489 ~
.593 ~
.502 ~
.508 ~
.517 ~
.521 ~

.638
.647
.649 ~
.654 ~
.662 ~
.670 ~
.676 ~
.680 ~
.684 ~
.795 ~
.704 ~
.708 ~

.583
.598 ~
.604 ~
.613 ~
.627 ~
.635 ~
.644 ~
.652 ~
.663 ~
.675 ~
.684 ~
.692 ~

.624
.642 ~
.658 ~
.663 ~
.677 ~
.684 ~
.706 ~
.712 ~
.723 ~
.731 ~
.739 ~
.745 ~

.583
.610 ~
.623 ~
.624 ~
.624 ~
.624 ~
.624 ~
.623 ~
.623 ~
.624 ~
.624 ~
.624 ~

.746
.754
.765 ~
.766 ~
.766 ~
.766 ~
.766 ~
.765 ~
.766 ~
.766 ~
.766 ~
.766 ~

.776
.804 ~
.823 ~
.823 ~
.823 ~
.823 ~
.823 ~
.821 ~
.823 ~
.823 ~
.823 ~
.823 ~

.883
.885
.890
.890
.890
.890
.890
.889
.890
.890
.890
.890

UCITc -1
UCITc -2
UCITc -3
UCITc -4

.638
.643
.640
.639

.785
.787
.785
.785

.894
.896
.895
.896

.640
.644
.643
.642

.789
.789
.787
.789

a quarter
.867
.868
.867
.867

half a year
.865
.865
.866
.866

.905
.907
.906
.905

UCITc -L is the long-term dependency UCIT model with L being the length of
the dependency under consideration. UCITc -1 is the short-term dependency
UCIT model. Statistically significant differences between UCITc -L when
L  2 and UCITc -1 per metric are tested using a two-tailed paired t-test and
are denoted in the upper right hand corner of the UCITc -L scores, respectively.

integrating collaborative interests into the model does make
contribution to the improvement, and our models work
better than the best baseline. Fig. 4 also shows that UCITc
that uses collaborative interests for clustering outperforms
UCITavg that simply uses the average of the followees’ interests as collaborative interests, which again, demonstrates
that the inferred collaborative interests in UCIT does help to
further improve the performance compared to the average
of the followees’ interests. When  ¼ 0, both UCITc and
UCITavg reduce to the state-of-the-art baseline model, UCT,
that does not infer and utilize collaborative information for
user clustering. It is clear from Fig. 4 that both UCITc and
UCITavg outperform UCT.

6.4

Comparison between Short-Term UCIT and
Long-Term Dependency UCIT-L models
Next, we turn to research question RQ4 to examine the
impact of dependency length on the long-term dependency
UCIT-L model. Table 3 shows the comparisons between
the performance of the UCIT-L model and that of the shortterm UCIT model. In the table, we use UCITc -L as a representative only, as UCITc -L performs better than UCITavg -L
and UCITavgþcc -L in most cases. To be clear, we denote the
short-term dependency model as UCITc -1 (L ¼ 1) and the
long-term version as UCITc -L (L  2) with L being the
dependency length, i.e., the number of pervious time periods under consideration for collaboratively inferring the
current topic distributions.
As can be seen in Table 3, the long-term dependency
UCITc -L with L  2 statistically significantly outperforms
the short-term dependency UCITc -1 on all the metrics
when using a week as time slice. The performance of
UCITc -L levels off when L  12 and thus it is not shown in
the table when L  12. The performance of UCITc -L with

Fig. 5. Quality of topic representations evaluated by H-score, for UCIT
and the baselines using time periods of a quarter.

L  2 outperforms that of the short-term dependency
UCITc -1 as well and it also levels off when L  3 when
using a month as time slice. These findings verify the merit
of the proposed long-term dependency UCIT-L model that
it can enhance the performance of user clustering when
more past information of user’s own and her friends’ interest distributions are integrated into the model. In other
words, the long-term dependency UCIT-L model works
better than the short-term dependency version especially in
terms of using a week and a month as time slices. When the
time slices are set to be a quarter or longer–half a year, the
performance of the long-term dependency model is almost
the same as that of the short-term dependency one. This is
because the interests of the users inferred by both the longterm and short-term dependency models seem to be the
same when the time slices are sufficient long.
In the remainder of the analysis, to further study the performance of our collaborative user clustering models independently of the length of the dependency, we will
continue to focus on the short-term dependency UCIT
model only. The performance of long-term dependency
UCIT-L with L  2 is at least the same or better than that of
the short-term dependency version.

6.5 Quality of Topic Representation
Here, we turn to research question RQ5. In order to answer
the question and analyze the topical representation ability
of UCIT and the baseline models, we use H-score for evaluation. A smaller H-score indicates that the topical representation of users is more similar to the manually labeled one
and thus each cluster in the ground-truth clusters of users
has lower average intra-cluster distance and higher intercluster distance. Fig. 5 shows the result. It is clear from
Fig. 5 that the UCIT models outperform all other baselines,
i.e., the average inter-cluster distance in the clusters generated by UCIT is smaller than that in the clusters generated
by any of the baseline models, which demonstrates a better
quality of topical representation of UCIT models in contrast
to other baselines. Note that the H-score cannot be computed for the baseline GSDMM, as it assigns one single topic
to each short document and each user.
To further analyze the quality of topic representation,
we show the top-K words from an example output cluster
c and two users in this cluster, respectively. The top-K
words from an example output cluster is generated by this
way: the words are first ranked by P ðv j t; cÞ, i.e., the probability of word v given a cluster c at time t. We compute
P ðv j t; cÞ as:
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TABLE 4
Top 30 Words Representing a Cluster and Two Users Extracted by UCITc and ToT, Respectively

Words in the first row represent a cluster, while words in the second and third rows represent two users in the cluster, respectively. Words marked blue represent
the most coherent words for topics; those marked orange represent less coherent words and others represent irrelevant words.

1 XX
P ðv j t; zÞP ðz j t; uÞ
jcj u2c z


1 XX
¼
ft;z;v ð1  Þut;u;z þ ct;u;z ;
jcj u2c z

P ðv j t; cÞ ¼

where jcj is the total number of users in the cluster c. The
top-K words with the highest probabilities P ðv j t; cÞ are
then selected to represent the cluster at time t. Similarly, we
rank the words in decreasing order of the probability
P ðv j t; uÞ to obtain the top-K wordsPto represent user u.
P ðv j t; uÞ is computed as P ðv j t; uÞ ¼ z P ðv j t; zÞP ðz j t; uÞ ¼
P
z ft;z;v ð1  Þu t;u;z þ ct;u;z . Table 4 shows the top 30
words extracted from example output clusters generated by
UCIT and the baseline ToT (Again, we do not use GSDMM
for comparisons here as it assigns one single topic to each
short document), and the two users in the clusters, respectively. Words in the first row of the table are for representing
a cluster, while those in the second and the third are for representing the two users, respectively. As can be seen from
Table 4, the two users in the same cluster generated by our
UCIT share more similar interests represented by words such
as “landscape”, “city” and “bridge” from the topic “city” and
words such as “house”, “design” and “apartment” from the
topic “home”, compared to those generated by the baseline
model, ToT. This again, illustrates that topic representation of
UCIT is better than that of the baseline models.

6.6 Dynamic Topic Representation of Users
To address RQ6, we conduct a qualitative analysis and
examine if the clustering results produced by UCIT is
explainable. We randomly choose two example users and
show their interests tracked by UCITc over the five quarters
from April 2014 to May 2015. We use UCITc as a representative here. Table 5 shows top 30 words at each quarter for
each user, respectively, where the top words are from the
most probable topics of the user and the 30 most probable
words from the topics. In Table 5, the first row shows the
top 30 words per quarter to represent an example user’s
interests, whereas the second row shows the top 30 words
per quarter to represent another example user’s interests.
As can be seen in Table 5, the first user’s interests vary
from time to time. In the first three quarters, i.e., from April

2014 to December 2014, the first user is interested in the
topic “food” represented by the words “food”, “pork”,
“beef” etc. As time processes, in the last two quarters, i.e.,
from January 2015 to May 2015, the user’s interests shift to
the topic “sport” represented by the words “sports”,
“team”, “championship” etc. In contrast, the second user’s
interests seem to be stable over the whole period. The second user’ interests mainly focus on the topic “internet” represented by the words “internet”, “network”, “Google” etc.
over these five quarters. This example demonstrates that
our UCIT/UCIT-L models can capture dynamic topic distributions to represent the interests of users and the result of
dynamic clustering is explainable and understandable in
streams of short texts.

6.7 Effect of Number of Topics
To answer RQ7, we examine the effect of the number of
latent topics passed as an input parameter to UCIT and the
baselines on the performance. We vary the number of latent
topics from 10 to 200, and compare the performance in
terms of all the metrics. Again, we use GSDMM as the representative of other baselines.
Fig. 6 shows the comparison result. As shown in the
figure, when only 10 latent topics are modeled, UCITc and
UCITavg yields almost the same performance, but both of
them still outperform the best baseline GSDMM. With the
number of latent topics increasing from 10 to 50, the performance of all the models increases and the positive performance differences between UCITc and UCITavg , between
UCITc /UCITavg and GSDMM, also increase. When the
number of latent topics further increases from 50, the performance of all the models reaches a plato, which demonstrates another merit of the proposed models: they are
robust and insensitive to the number of topics and once
enough topics are used they are able to improve the
performance.
6.8 Perplexity Performance
In order to answer RQ8 and understand the generalization
performance of UCIT and the baseline models, we use perplexity for the evaluation. Fig. 7 shows the result. A lower
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TABLE 5
Top 30 Words Representing Two Users’ Interests over Time Tracking by UCITc, Covering Five Quarters
from April 2014 to May 2015

The first row shows the top 30 words per quarter to represent a user whose interests dramatically vary as time progresses. The second row shows the top 30 words
per quarter to represent another user whose interests center on internet. Words marked blue represent the most coherent words for topics; those marked orange represent less coherent words and others represent irrelevant words.

6.9 Complexity Analysis
Finally, we turn to research question RQ9 to make the comparison between the complexity of UCIT model and that
of the state-of-the-art baseline ones. At each time interval t,
, UCITavgþcc or
the time complexity of short-term UCITavgP
1
to
OðN

ju
j

UCITc is proportional
iter
t
u2ut bt;u  Z 
jut j
P
Ocluster Þ where ju1t j u2ut bt;u is the average number of biterms

for the users, and Ocluster is the time complexity of the clustering algorithm integrated into the UCIT models. The time complexity of our UCIT models is on par with that of the baseline
models, DTM, cDTM, ToT, TTM, LDA/AuthorT,
where
P
1

ju
j

v

Z
the complexity of each
is
OðN
iter
t
t;u
u2ut
jut j
P
Ocluster Þ, where ju1t j u2ut vt;u is the average number of words
in documents associated with a user, and slightly worse
than thatP
of GSDMM, the complexity of which is OðNiter 
jut j  ju1t j u2ut vt;u  Ocluster Þ. At each time interval t, the
complexity of the long-term dependency
UCIT model is proP
portional to OðNiter  jut j  ju1t j u2ut bt;u  Z  Ocluster  LÞ,
which is somewhat worse than that of the short-term dependency UCIT model. Table 6 makes comparisons on average
processing time of our UCIT and UCIT-L (UCITc -10) and the
baselines that were run on a computer with Scientific Linux
release 6.9 (Carbon) operation system and 32 GB memory for
different time periods from a month to a year. It shows that
the running time of all the models linearly increases as larger
time periods are considered. Performing clustering online
with update-to-date parameters of the models definitely not
need to impact the real-time response, as we can perform
updating the parameters offline.

Fig. 6. Precision, Purity, ARI, and NMI performance of our UCITavg and
UCITc models, and GSDMM on varying number of topics, respectively.

Fig. 7. Generalization performance evaluated by Perplexity, for UCIT and
the baselines using time periods of a quarter.

perplexity score indicates better generalization performance. As it can be observed, the performance of UCITc is
almost the same as that of the best baseline GSDMM
and better than that of all other baseline models. Note that
the perplexity performance of UCITavg and UCITavgþcc is the
same as that of UCITc , and thus not reported in the figure.
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TABLE 6
Average Running Time Comparisons Measured by Mins

GSDMM
LDA
ToT
AuthorT
TTM
cDTM
DTM
UCIT
UCITc -10

7

Week

Month

Quarter

Half Y.

Year

28.71
30.82
31.73
32.67
33.60
34.21
34.53
40.13
41.07

120.01
131.75
135.45
139.32
142.57
147.25
148.72
170.57
175.42

358.42
393.35
405.90
417.13
412.74
435.72
440.73
513.45
525.35

0715.33
0789.76
0812.34
0835.44
0862.43
0872.35
0878.59
1028.71
1051.34

1535.25
1576.63
1628.39
1672.21
1721.36
1753.37
1762.18
2052.14
2101.83

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we studied the problem of dynamically
clustering users in the context of streams of short texts.
We have proposed two user collaborative interest tracking
topic models that can infer and track each user’s and their
followees’ dynamic interests for user clustering. Our models
can be either short-term dependency (UCIT) or long-term
dependency (UCIT-L) topic models. Our two models
can effectively handle both the textual sparsity of short
documents, and the dynamic nature of users’ and their
followees’ interests over time. Short-term dependency UCIT
model collaboratively tracks users’ dynamic interests based
on users’ topic distributions at the previous time period
only. In contrast, long-term dependency UCIT-L model collaboratively tracks users’ dynamic interests based on users’
topic distributions at not only the last time period but also
other multiple time periods in the past. To effectively infer
users’ dynamic interests, we proposed two collapsed Gibbs
sampling algorithms for the two collaborative interest tracking topic models. We evaluated the performance of the proposed models in terms of clustering, topical representation
and generalization effectiveness, and made comparisons
with state-of-the-art models. Our experimental results demonstrated that the models can effectively cluster users in
streams of short texts and tracking users’ interests based on
their topic distributions at longer previous time periods
helps to enhance the clustering performance.
As future work, we intend to incorporate other information such as the users’ location information for user clustering. Like most previous work, it is challenging to obtain the
ground-truth number of user clusters in our model. Thus,
we leave this as future work. We also plan to consider other
collaborative strategies for user clustering in streams.

APPENDIX A
DERIVATION FOR GIBBS SAMPLING IN UCIT
In the following, we show the derivation for Gibbs sampling
in short-term dependency UCIT only, as the derivation for
Gibbs sampling in the long-term dependency UCIT-L is
similar. According to the graphical representation of our
proposed short-term dependency UCIT model in Fig. 1, the
joint distribution P ðzt ; dt jQt1 ; Ct1 ; Ft1 ; at ; g t ; g t Þ can be
estimated as:
ð1  ÞP ðzt ; dt j Qt1 ; Ft1 ; at ; g t Þ
þ P ðzt ; dt j Ct1 ; Ft1 ; b t ; g t Þ:
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In the following, we show the derivation of P ðzt ; dt jQt1 ;
Ft1 ; at ; g t Þ only. The derivation of P ðzt ; dt jCt1 ; Ft1 ;
g t ; g t Þ is quite similar to that of P ðzt ; dt jQt1 ; Ft1 ; a t ; g t Þ.
We can take advantage of conjugate priors to simplify
the integrals. All the symbols are defined in the body of the
paper.
P ðzt ; dt j Qt1 ; Ft1 ; a t ; g t Þ
¼ P ðdt j zt ; Ft1 ; g t ÞP ðzt j Qt1 ; a t Þ
Z
¼ P ðbt j zt ; Ft ÞP ðFt j Ft1 ; g t ÞdFt
Z
 P ðzt j ut ; Qt ÞP ðQt j Qt1 ; at ÞdQt
Z Y
Z Y
V

¼

nt;z;v
ft;z;v

z¼1 v¼1



Z Y
jut j Y
Z
u¼1 z¼1

Z
Y

!2
P ðf
ft;z j f t1;z ; g t Þdf

z¼1
m

t;u;z
ut;u;z

jut j
Y

P ðut;u j ut1;u ; at Þdu

u¼1

!2
P
Z
Y
Gð Vv¼1 ðg t;v ft1;z;v ÞÞ
¼
QV
z¼1
v¼1 Gðg t;v ft1;z;v Þ
0
12
QV
Z
Y
Gðnt;z;v þ g t;v ft1;z;v  1Þ
v¼1
P
A
@
V
z¼1 G
v¼1 nt;z;v þ g t;v ft1;z;v  1
P
jut j
Y
Gð Zz¼1 ðat;z ut1;u;z ÞÞ

QZ
u¼1
z¼1 Gðat;z u t1;u;z Þ
jut j QZ
Y
Gðmt;u;z þ at;z ut1;u;z  1Þ
z¼1
:

PZ
m
þ
a
u

1
u¼1 G
t;u;z
t;z
t1;u;z
z¼1

(20)

To simplify, we let:
~1 ¼ mt;u;z þ at;z ut1;u;z  1;
~3 ¼ ot;u;z þ bt;z ct1;u;z  1;

~2 ¼ at;z ut1;u;z ;
~4 ¼ bt;z ct1;u;z ;

~a ¼ nt;z;v þ g t;v ft1;z;v  1;

~b ¼ g t;v ft1;z;v :

Then (20) can be rewrote as:
P ðzt ; dt j Qt1 ; Ft1 ; a t ; g t Þ
!2
YGðP ð~b ÞÞ Q Gð~a Þ 
vP
Q v
¼
v Gð~b Þ Gð
v ~a Þ
z
P
Q
Y Gð ð~2 ÞÞ
Gð~1 Þ
zP
Q z
:

Gð
Gð~
Þ
2
z
z ~1 Þ
u

(21)

Following the same derivation, we have:
P ðzt ; dt j Ct1 ; Ft1 ; b t ; g t Þ
!2
YGðP ð~b ÞÞ Q Gð~a Þ 
v
v
P
Q
¼
v Gð~b Þ Gð
v ~a Þ
z
Y GðP ð~4 ÞÞ Q Gð~3 Þ
zP
Q z
:

Gð
Gð~
Þ
4
z
z ~3 Þ
u

(22)

With (21) and (22), the joint distribution can be estimated as:
P ðzt ; dt jQt1 ; Ct1 ; Ft1 ; a t ; b t ; g t Þ

(23)
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where log P ðzt ; dt j Qt1 ; Ft1 ; at ; g t Þ can be represented as:
log P ðzt ; dt j Qt1 ; Ft1 ; a t ; g t Þ
!!
!
X
X
X
¼2
þ
log G
ð~b Þ  log G
~a
z

¼2

XX
z

P ðzt;u;b ¼ z j zt;b ; dt ; Qt1 ; Ct1 ; Ft1 ; at ; b t ; g t Þ
P ðzt ; dt j Qt1 ; Ct1 ; Ft1 ; at ; b t ; g t Þ
¼
P ðzt;ðu;bÞ ; dt j Qt1 ; Ct1 ; Ft1 ; a t ; b t ; g t Þ

¼

v

¼

v

X
X
log Gð ð~2 ÞÞ  log G
~1

X

z

(28)

!!
þ

z

XX
ðlog Gð~1 Þ  log Gð~2 ÞÞ;
u

P ðzt ; dt j Qt1 ; Ct1 ; Ft1 ; a t ; b t ; g t Þ
P ðzt;ðu;bÞ ; dt;ðu;bÞ j Qt1 ; Ct1 ; Ft1 ; a t ; b t ; g t Þ
mt;u;z þ at;z ut1;u;z  1

/ ð1  Þ PZ
z0 ¼1 ðmt;u;z0 þ at;z0 ut1;u;z0 Þ  1
Y
nt;z;v þ g t;v ft1;z;v  1
/
þ
PV
v2b
v0 ¼1 ðnt;z;v0 þ g t;v0 ft1;z;v0 Þ  1
ot;u;z þ bt;z ct1;u;z  1
¼  PZ

z0 ¼1 ðot;u;z0 þ bt;z0 ct1;u;z0 Þ  1
Y
nt;z;v þ g t;v ft1;z;v  1
;
¼
PV
v2b
v0 ¼1 ðnt;z;v0 þ g t;v0 ft1;z;v0 Þ  1

v

ðlog Gð~a Þ  log Gð~b ÞÞþ

u

/

z

and log P ðzt ; dt j Ct1 ; Ft1 ; bt ; g t Þ can be represented as:
log P ðzt ; dt j Ct1 ; Ft1 ; bt ; g t Þ
!!
!
X
X
X
þ
log G
ð~b Þ  log G
~a
¼2
z

v

XX
ðlog Gð~a Þ  log Gð~b ÞÞþ
¼2
z

¼

X

¼

X
X
log Gð ð~4 ÞÞ  log G
~3

XX
u

v

v

u

where zt;ðu;bÞ and bt;ðu;bÞ are the topic assignments for all
the word pairs (biterms) except the word pair b from user u
and the set of word pairs except the word pair b from user
u, respectively.

z

!!
þ

z

ðlog Gð~3 Þ  log Gð~4 ÞÞ:

(29)

z

Applying the following two bounds from [38],
log Gð^
xÞ  log Gð^
x þ nÞ  log GðxÞ  log Gðx þ nÞ
þ ðDðx þ nÞ  DðxÞÞðx  x^Þ;

APPENDIX B
DERIVATION OF THE UPDATE RULES
Here, we show the derivation for short-term dependency
UCIT only. We apply fixed-point iterations for estimating
the parameters a t , b t and g t by maximizing the joint distribution P ðzt ; dt jQt1 ; Ct1 ; Ft1 ; at ; g t ; g t Þ:

(25)

þ P ðzt ; dt j Ct1 ; Ft1 ; bt ; g t Þg:

and
log Gð^
x þ nÞ  log Gð^
xÞ  log Gðx þ nÞ  log GðxÞ
þ xðDðx þ nÞ  DðxÞÞðlog x^  log xÞ;
^ t;z is the optimal
into (27), (28) and (29), and assuming that a
updating parameter in the next fixed-point iteration, we have:
ð1  Þ log P ðzt ; dt j Qt1 ; Ft1 ; a t ; g t Þ

Because P ðzt ; dt j Qt1 ; Ft1 ; a t ; g t Þ  0 and P ðzt ; dt j Ct1 ;
Ft1 ; b t ; g t Þ  0, given a   0, (25) can be represented as:
max P ðzt ; dt j Qt1 ; Ct1 ; Ft1 ; at ; g t ; g t Þ
¼ ð1  Þ max P ðzt ; dt j Qt1 ; Ft1 ; at ; g t Þ
þ max P ðzt ; dt j Ct1 ; Ft1 ; b t ; g t Þ:
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ð1  Þ maxflog P ðzt ; dt j Qt1 ; Ft1 ; a t ; g t Þg
þ  maxflog P ðzt ; dt j Ct1 ; Ft1 ; b t ; g t Þg;

(24)

Applying the chain rule and (24), we can obtain the conditional probability as:

max P ðzt ; dt j Qt1 ; Ct1 ; Ft1 ; at ; g t ; g t Þ
¼ maxfð1  ÞP ðzt ; dt j Qt1 ; Ft1 ; a t ; g t Þ

NO. 2,

of at for maximizing (21). The derivation of the update rules
of b t and g t are quite similar to that of the update rules of at .
Instead of maximizing the two joint probabilities, (21)
and (22), we try to maximize their log-likelihoods, such that
we aim at the following:

¼ ð1  ÞP ðzt ; dt jQt1 ; Ft1 ; at ; g t Þ
þ P ðzt ; dt jCt1 ; Ft1 ; b t ; g t Þ
!2
YGðP ð~b ÞÞ Q Gð~a Þ 
v
v
P
Q
¼ ð1  Þ
v Gð~b Þ Gð
v ~a Þ
z
Q
P
Y Gð ð~2 ÞÞ
Gð~1 Þ
zP
Q z

z Gð~2 Þ Gð z ~1 Þ
u
!2

Y GðP ð~b ÞÞ Q Gð~a Þ 
v
v
Q
P
þ
v Gð~b Þ Gð v ~a Þ
z
Y GðP ð~4 ÞÞ Q Gð~3 Þ
zP
Q z
:

z Gð~4 Þ Gð z ~3 Þ
u
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at;z Þ
þ  log P ðzt ; dt j Ct1 ; Ft1 ; b t ; g t Þ  Lð^
!
!!
(
X
X
X
¼ ð1  Þ
ð^
at;z Þþ
D
~1  D
~2
u

(26)

According to (26), the maximization problem of (25) goes to
the maximization problems of (21) and (22), respectively. In
the following, we only show the derivation of the update rules

¼ at;z

X

z

^ t;z
ðDð~a Þ  Dð~b ÞÞ log a

)

z

þ C;

u

^ t;z .
where C is a function not containing the variable a
Then to obtain the update rule for the optimal parameter
^ t;z , we let:
a
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P
@Lð^
at;z Þ ð1  Þat;z u ðDð~1 Þ  Dð~2 ÞÞ
¼
^ t;z
@^
at;z
a
!
!!
X
X
X
¼0
¼ ð1  Þ
D
~1  D
~2
u

z

z

which results in the following update rule for at;z as:
at;z

P
ð1  Þat;z u ðDð~1 Þ  Dð~2 ÞÞ
P
P
P
u ðDð z ~1 Þ  Dð
z ~2 ÞÞ

Following the same derivation, we have the update rules
for bt;z and g t;v as:
bt;z
g t;v

P
b
ðDð~3 Þ  Dð~4 ÞÞ
P
P t;z Pu
ðDð
u
z ~3 Þ  Dð
z ~4 ÞÞ
P
g t;v z ðDð~a Þ  Dð~b ÞÞ
P
P
P
:
z ðDð
v ~a Þ  Dð
v ~b ÞÞ
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